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In line with the GNSSN Strategic Plan (2021), one of the actions for the GNSSN and IAEA Secretariat is to:

“Draft and publish annual report on GNSSN activities and key findings.”

- The Secretariat is requested to prepare an annual report on the implementation activities of GNSSN and its associated networks. This annual report is used to highlight the progress and accomplishments in relation to the planned activities as well as lessons learned during implementation, potential risks and any specific planned actions.

- Till date, 3 GNSSN Annual Reports have been published for the period 2015-2017.

- Since 2018, the GNSSN Annual Report publication was on hold. Next publication of the GNSSN Annual Report should cover the period 2018-2021.
The report is comprised of five chapters:

- Introduction;
- Governance and Strategic Management;
- Accomplishments;
- Progress Overview; and
- Lessons learned and proposed actions.

Section “Progress Overview” reports on the progress of GNSSN and its associated networks based on Assessment Rating Scales, which in turn are linked to Strategic Goals of GNSSN. Needs to be reviewed in line with new GNSSN Strategic Plan for future GNSSN Annual Reports.
**Action** | **Responsible** | **Timelines** | **Comments**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Structure of GNSSN Annual Report | GNSSN SC and Network Representatives | End of August 2022 |
Drafting of Executive Summary by Chair of GNSSN | GNSSN Chair, IAEA Secretariat | End of August 2022 |
Contributions from associated networks | Network Representatives, IAEA PMOs | October 2022 |
Compilation of first draft of the report | IAEA Secretariat | November 2022 |
Review of first draft of the report | GNSSN SC and Network Representatives | Dec 2022 |
Endorsement of final report | GNSSN SC | Dec 2022 |
Publication of GNSSN Report (2018-2021) | IAEA Secretariat | Jan-Feb 2023 |
Current Progress

• Annual Report (AR) 2018-2021 Template constructed

• Inputs from PMOs gathered for the AR

• Currently finalizing PMOs inputs

• Draft of AR expected by 19th SC Meeting
Thank you!